This brochure explains the requirements for smoke alarms in new or existing buildings. The smoke alarm circuit should be checked to ensure it is functioning properly. If the power is interrupted, the alarm should be restored. When using a flame, gas, and smoke detector for fire alarm systems, you can combine it with the alarm circuit. The output will be the relay which switches on and off the alarm.

Normally, when there is no smoke, the light beam shoots constantly between the LED and the detector. An electronic circuit (4) detects that all is well.

I read that smoke detectors should be on an AFCI protected circuit, but the instruction manuals for both my Kidde Firex Smoke Alarm and my Kidde Firex Heat Detector. When reverse engineering part of the commercial FireX smoke alarm schematic, I took digital images of the top and bottom side of the PCB. I then overlaid.

SENSITIVITY FIELD: The EST 6250B Smoke Detector uses the most advanced design in its smoke alarm system. Each circuit per floor of the building or smoke zone should be tested semiannually. Let's say you have eight interconnected 120v smoke alarms throughout your building. Or, does that interconnected part of the smoke circuit need to be intact, by itself? Removal of the smoke alarm battery and disconnecting or loss of AC power will turn off the main power to the circuit before wiring the alarm.

Less, to be protected by a combination type arc fault circuit interrupter (with some exceptions). The new requirements will prevent connection of smoke alarms. In new construction and additions, required smoke alarms and carbon monoxide alarms shall be circuit connected within the same room as the smoke alarm.

Smoke Alarm Schematic
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